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Durable Surfaces has been actively engaged in the testing of concrete slabs since 2001. We own all the  
hardware – Fmin Meter, Profilograph, D Meter, BOT3000, RIQ20-60 Meter. We are one of the few  
contractors that are certified in testing FF/FL and Fmin. Our unique skillset is that we understand the  
testing, can walk clients through the results and can perform the recommended corrective grinding  
solutions. Our field experience over the past 20 years in Fmin and FF/FL testing & surveying, along with our 
experience in advanced robotic field remediation, curvature grinding, and superflat requirements, separates 
Durable Surfaces in the industry. We take pride at Durable Surfaces in providing highly technical solutions to 
our partners. 
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YOUR PARTNER IN TESTING AND QUALITY
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We are the EXPERTS in Concrete Repair Services

Please ask for more information about these services:  
Slab Assessments, Floor Surveying of Existing Slab and  
Corrective Grinding
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WHY DO I NEED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE FOR MY BUILDING?

WHAT IS FMIN TESTING USED FOR?

OVERVIEW What is Slab Evaluation?

What is Fmin testing?

Slab Movement/Joint Rocking
We’ll conduct an evaluation for movement, rocking and stabilization 
issues (e.g., voids under slabs and poor or low-quality sub-grade 
compaction). This movement is caused by loaded forklifts being run 
over curled joints.

Spalling
Our team evaluates your slab for any spalling conditions which are 
detrimental to facility logistics and affect your ability to maintain  
a quality slab. Spalls are not only destructive but they also impact  
the maintenance cost and integrity of equipment  
used on the floor.

Flatness
Levelness
Surface Gloss (GU)
Haze (HU)

Distinctiveness of Image (DOI)
Friction / Dynamic Coefficient of Friction (DCOF)
Roughness (RA) maintenance cost and integrity of equipment  
used on the floor.

Testing the flatness of a floor after 
it’s been poured to ensure you are 
receiving the best quality.

Identifying exact locations 
of potential hazards for wire 
guided aisle systems.

Curled Joints
We’ll evaluate your slab for a Q value, which are measurements that  
establish floor flatness and levelness over the joints. These contribute to  
the overall quality of the floor. The higher your measurement, the better  
the slab. If there are signs of curling, our experts will conduct further  
evaluations to determine whether the slab is experiencing any failure.

Damaged/Deteriorating Concrete
We’ll assess your slab’s overall condition, identifying all damaged or  
deteriorating areas. This assessment includes, but is not limited to, 
areas that need to be repaired, removed and/or replaced. Collapsed 
concrete and other damages that affect the usability and integrity 
of your slab must be properly evaluated, repaired and maintained to 
protect the value and longevity of your facility.

It is a fact that E-Commerce is changing the way we live our lives and conduct 
business. Through warehouse construction, to daily commerce, and even a  
pandemic, E-Commerce has provided businesses and customers the capability  
of receiving goods faster and more conveniently than any point in our history.  
This has driven change in how warehouses are designed and operate. The focus  
of this flyer is to help understand what a facility needs to safely operate semi  
or fully automated warehouses, with respect to floor requirements. 

Regardless of the construction design, single story or multi-story, facilities that 
plan to operate robotic equipment need to satisfy basic requirements with regards to the warehouse slab. 
Explanation of the various testing methods are often misunderstood between Architects, General Contractors, 
and the End User. Confusion typically is a result of architects and robotic companies specifying slab  
requirements without discussing the requirements and what they mean with their construction partners.  
To be fair, no one is reading off the same page and the industry needs a standard approach to specifications.

Contact Durable Surfaces to help clarify the objective of what each method of testing is and when it is to be 
used. Slab requirements are dictated by different technologies, i.e., VNA, ASRS, traditional forklifts, AGV’s, and 
AMR’s. Those requirements will drive the design of the concrete, how the concrete is placed and finished, and 
ultimately with the need for technical grinding to refine the floor, to meet specific MHE requirements.

The more sophisticated the technologies are, the more demand is placed on the warehouse slab. The following 
are the criteria for how the floor will be assessed:

Fmin 
The Fmin number is used to define the WORST acceptable flatness and levelness conditions in a defined aisle of 
traffic, to control the wheel track profiles.

It is to be used only in Defined Traffic areas, example: VNA – wire or rail guided trucks.

Fmin values are assigned according to the expected lift truck and rack height.

This is captured by calculating both transversely (maximum cross aisle)  
and longitudinally (down aisle).

Set by ACI 360R-10, Guide to Design of Slabs-On-Ground.

Floor Flatness/Floor Levelness (FF/FL) 
Is used in Random Traffic areas.

ACI 302.1, Guide for Concrete Floor and Slab Construction define the  
acceptable ranges for flatness and levelness.

Calculations using the standards set in ASTM E1155, Standard Test. 
Method for Determining FF Floor Flatness and FL Floor Levelness number.

Flatness – is a measurement of how bumpy or smooth a slab is. Think  
crest of wave to crest of wave. It factors the height (amplitude) and the  
distance between the crests.

Levelness – is the average change in elevation over a longer distance.  
Levelness depicts how closely the finished floor matches the intended  
slope provided in the design documents.

Gloss  
Measurement proportional to the amount of light reflected from a surface  
determining how shiny a surface appears.

Distinctiveness of Imagining (DOI)    
Indicates how sharply an image is reflected in the floor.

Roughness (RA)  Is the value of roughness of the slab.

Haze (HU)    
Haze causes a drop in reflected contrast and is the cause of halos.

Dynamic Coefficient of Friction (DCOF)     
Measures a surface’s slip resistance DURING motion.

To meet and/or exceed these requirements not only improves safety, but also improves case pick rates, travel 
speed, employee morale, and maintenance costs. To miss these requirements or be assigned incorrect values 
will cause loss of productivity, speed, safety/injuries, accelerated wear characteristics of the slab, and can 
cause downtime because of issues with sensors in the robotics. Understanding how each of these impact  
performances is critical for your ROI.

It’s very simple; slab evaluation is Preventative Maintenance for your building.

It is the process by which a surface is measured for flatness 
within 1/1000 of an inch.

Concrete Testing and Technical Grinding

Types of testing to achieve the requirements

DS Slab Evaluation

Fmin Testing Wire Guided System

Perfectly flat floors mean zero damage to your forklifts and product!

Checking any grinding/milling 
work to ensure you are receiving 
the flattest possible result


